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A Fin de Cuentos has now been around for five years, though
we are still not as old as our average readers! Over that time
we have published more than 30 books in Spanish, Basque,
Catalan, English – and we have even been awarded a couple
of prizes! There’s still much more to do telling stories,
which is what really matters at the end of the day.
Our books aim to be thought-provoking and laughterinducing, to stimulate critical thinking and to question what
is taught. What’s more, they scoff at those who think that
children’s literature is a lesser art form.
We publish illustrated books because we believe in the
power of images, and understand multimodal learning. Our
books are targeted at young readers but they strive to edify,
engross and stimulate people of all ages. We tell true stories
as well as fictional ones; our goal each time we bring out a
new book is to make it unforgettable.

Non-fiction

LIBRARIANS ON HORSEBACK
Text and illustrations by Concha Pasamar

A real story about the transformative power of books.
Splendidly written and illustrated by Concha Pasamar.
A book for all ages.
During the Great Depression in the United States, many women
got jobs as librarians. But in the Appalachian Mountains of
Kentucky, people lived widely dispersed and it was not possible for
a central library to operate. The solution was to deliver the books
on horseback. A group of women began a program that changed
the lives of everyone involved. The Book Women (as they became
known) did a crucial job supplying the mountains with books. The
program transformed the lives of the locals by bringing them into a
deep and lasting relationship with the written word.

Concha Pasamar is a Spanish teacher, she has always lived among books
and especially enjoys creating them. Librarians on Horseback is her first
illustrated non-fiction book, a work that brings together topics that are dear
to her.

212 x 273 mm | 40 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +12 | November 2022
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Non-fiction

VIRIDITAS
Women who showed us the wonderful world of plants
By Aina S. Erice

Illustrated by Amanda Mijangos

Stories of women who went beyond the role that history had reserved for them to
share their knowledge with us.
In this book, Amanda Mijangos once again displays her usual skill and
illuminates Aina S. Erice’s precise and lively writing with exquisite brushstrokes.
This book is a compilation of 16 biographies of women who felt the ‘viriditas’, the green energy of
plants, at some point of their lives. All of them were women of great merit who the history of botany
has almost forgotten. Each of them was interested in different aspects: learning about the healing
properties of plants, studying how to achieve more abundant crops, drawing flowers by paying
attention to their beauty with scientific precision… Or simply discovering what plants are like, giving
them a name, figuring out how they manage to live without moving from their spot. These are their
captivating stories.
Aina S. Erice is a a biologist by training, writer and communicator by vocation, she has been devoted to spreading
the marvels of the vegetable kingdom and our relationship with plants for years. She is the author of essays,
picture books and the podcast “La senda de las plantas perdidas”. Amanda Mijangos studied architecture but
soon discovered that rather than building houses, she liked to draw them, so she decided to study to become
an illustrator of beautiful books. She is the recipient of numerous awards; the latest: second place in Sharjah
Children’s Book Illustration Exhibition (2022).

Los desafíos eran doblemente difíciles porque eran mujeres, y muchos
las creían menos inteligentes, menos capaces que los hombres.

Amanda Mijangos

Se enfrentaban a desafíos difíciles.
Navegar alrededor del mundo; salvar a su familia de la pobreza o de la cárcel;
derrotar a un parásito mortal; evitar que sus gentes muriesen de hambre.

Por suerte, ahí estaban las plantas. Que no habían llamado tanto la
atención de los estudiosos porque muchos las consideraban
menos interesantes, no tan vivas como los animales.

Gracias a las mujeres, la caña de azúcar se volvió más dulce, muchas algas del
Pacífico consiguieron nombre, las patatas aprendieron a convertirse en harina.
Y así, pasito a pasito, mujeres y plantas cambiaron el mundo. Lo llenaron
de viriditas: verdor divino que alienta la vida y la buena energía.

VIRIDITAS

Y nació un equipo perfecto.
Gracias a las plantas —¡y a una buena dosis de suerte!—, Jeanne Baret
dio la vuelta al planeta, Elizabeth Barber sacó a su marido de prisión,
Tu Youyou ganó un premio Nobel.

Aina S. Erice

Estas son algunas de sus historias.

VIRIDITAS
Mujeres que nos descubrieron
el maravilloso mundo de las plantas
Aina S. Erice
Amanda Mijangos

220 x 280 mm | 88 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +12 | October 2022
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Poetry

OH, HEAVENS!
By Xaviera Torres

Illustrated by Natascha Rosenberg

A journey through day and night is seen through the eyes of a little girl and her pet. With
their fresh imagination, both main characters invite us to reinterpret our dreams and
visions.
‘Oh, heavens! Can you see the sun rising, painting the world with its golden tentacles? Let’s follow it! Fly with birds
that leave surprises, and balloons on the loose, travel along the Milky Way, jumping from star to star. Our journey
ends there where the night shakes hands with the day. Or maybe it has just begun? Oh, heavens!’

Xaviera Torres is a biologist with a PhD and a Master’s degree in the History of Diseases and Medicine, which shows how
much she enjoys diving into the history of science. Most importantly, she loves to write for children, whether it be poetry,
stories, novels, or informative texts. When she writes, she tries to laugh as much as possible. Natascha Rosenberg started
to study law, but illustration was her true vocation, so she followed that path. Since then, she has been trying different things,
falling in love with different techniques and working on one children’s book after the other.

Includes
audiobook

145 x 220 mm | 32 pages
full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +3
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Non-fiction

ORANGUTANS AND ME
By Karmele Llano

Illustrated by Maria Girón

A book that combines in an extraordinary way science,
environmental education and a testimony of an exemplary life
Ever since she was a veterinary student, Karmele Llano knew she wanted to work
with wild animals. Passionate and persevering, now aged 42 she is the director of one
of the world’s most important rescue-and-recovery NGOs for orangutans in Borneo
(Indonesia). This book tells her story. But Karmele doesn’t just talk about herself; she
also teaches us about these beautiful intelligent primates, their habitat which has been
devastated by the palm-oil industry, their needs and those of their human neighbours.
The book calls on us both to care and to act.

In 2003 Karmele Llano travelled to Indonesia to work as a volunteer in a recovery centre
for wild animals. What she saw and experienced there impacted her so much that she
decided to try to make a difference. Today, she leads the International Animal Rescue
(IAR) team in Indonesia, an NGO dedicated to wildlife protection. Maria Girón’s first picture
books were already characterised by being bold, highly committed to social reality and
with a very personal formal style. Over the last few years, she has published 20 picture
books, most of them translated into several languages.

260 x 300 mm | 60 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +12

Winner Los Mejores del Banco del
Libro 2022
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Poetry

TWO SISTERS
Text and illustrations by Leticia Ruifernández

In a world in which the rhythm of our lives is constantly accelerating, this book tells a
story that dares to take its time.
Two Sisters is an exquisite voyage into sibling love.
Two baby sisters look at each other knowingly as they laugh and play together. They observe one another’s
anatomy: nose, arms, ears, heart and legs. A slim volume than can be enjoyed by readers aged three to 99 but
whose subtle poetic vision also makes it ideal for those who haven’t yet learned to read.

Leticia Ruifernández studied architecture but works as a book illustrator and, sometimes, as a writer. She has published more
than 40 books and received many national and international awards.

Includes
audiobook

160 x 160 mm | 28 pages
full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +1
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Fiction

HANIELLE’S BOAT
By Emilia L. Arias

Illustrated by Cintia Martín

A picture book where nothing is what it seems to be.
A book that is just as original as necessary, as beautiful and poetic as hard.
Two stories are told in parallel: a happy one, by the images. The other, much harder, is told by the text and
illustrations that are invisible to the naked eye. They can only be discovered when using the red lens that comes
with the book. This way, there are two journeys: that of a girl who spends her holidays on a cruise ship, where there’s
food and drinks everywhere, people dance every night and waves cradle you to sleep. The other is the journey of
Hanielle and her mother, as they risk their lives on board a fragile boat looking for a place where they can settle and
have a better future.

Emilia L. Arias is a writer and journalist. She works in TVE (Spanish public television) and has published several stories and
essays. She combines this passion with journalism and raising her two children. Ecology and human rights are her horizon. Cintia
Martín has been illustrating since she can remember. In 2011 she founded Ediciones Tralarí, where she draws, paints, imagines,
cuts and folds, and publishes books without ever surrendering to the reality that encourages withdrawal, settling or convention.

Includes
audiobook

230 x 300 mm | 32 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +5
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Poetry

NICK AND ARTHUR´S
LETTER GAME
By Ana López

Illustrated by Roger Olmos

Surprising and funny, whichever way you look at it.
Each letter, designed by Roger Olmos with his distinctive
style, hides words and curiosities that incite and inspire
creativity in children and adults.
Two brothers who love to explore, observe, joke around and, above
all, discover find out about a Buch of curious facts with the letters of
the alphabet as their starting point. Every shares adventure leads to
knowledge and discovery and activates the imagination.

135 x 200 mm | 20 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +5

As a child, Ana López wanted to be an actress or a librarian to be able to read all the time, but she
ended up studying economics and working in project management. Then, more than 20 years later,
soon after her second baby was born, she knew it was the right moment to give her passion for
books a try. Through the many years that Roger Olmos has been in this profession, he has been
learning and building his own style, figuring out how representing a story through images goes
far beyond simplifying the understanding of the text. He has learned to free the story from text,
creating images that speak for themselves.
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Fiction

ALWAYS-SITTING-INTHE-WRONG-PLACE
By Teresa Benéitez

Illustrated by Enrique Heras

A loving and adorable Comanche boy is the main character of this
funny story.
Always-Sitting-in-the-Wrong-Place was a Comanche boy who didn’t know why they had given
him such a long – not to say quirky – name. He would have liked to have had time to think it
over but the call of the wild and his restlessness were so strong that he was soon distracted
from these placid thoughts. Then, one day something happened that suddenly threw light on
his strange lengthy name. That’s when he decided to change.

Teresa Benéitez. Philologist, journalist, professor and publisher. The name of the Comanche AlwaysSitting-in-the-Wrong-Place, found by chance in a newspaper article, fascinated her to the extent that it
led her to imagine this story. Enrique Heras. Born into a family of artists, he has always been inclined
to draw. He works as a school teacher, and in his classes, he uses the endless possibilities offered by
picture books to stimulate his students’ creativity.

220 x 280 mm | 24 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +3
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Non-fiction

THE SEMIDEMISEMIQUAVERS
Musical adventure in New York
By Yvette Delhom

Illustrated by Cintia Arribas

A book that all those interested in music will enjoy.
Berto has lost his way and his classmates from the Solfandi music school in New York have
decided to go out and look for him. Where could have he gone? He’s a music freak and can be
anywhere where a few notes resonate. The children begin a crazy journey through the streets,
bars and theatres of the city, which will lead them to Know Latin music, jazz, classical music, rap,
gospel and musicals. Following the explanations of the teacher Yvette, you will know as much
as they do.

Yvette Delhom is a professional musician, teacher, educator and entrepreneur. She has learned, written, created, studied,
dreamed and lived thanks to music. If someone asks her what music is good for, her answer is: for everything. Cinta Arribas
studied fine arts in Salamanca (Spain) and Kassel (Germany). As a child she really liked music, but soon realised that it was
not for her. She wanted to draw. She still is, nevertheless, fascinated by music and musicians. That is why she has enjoyed so
much illustrating this book.

272 x 237 mm | 64 pages
Red, blue and black colours | hardcover
Age group: +10
Rights sold to Korea
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Non-fiction

THE BEAUTIFUL GAME: FOOTBALL
AT ITS BEST
Solidarity, courage, trust, honesty and team spirit:
motivating stories about your favourite sport that
you’ll enjoy
By Jon Agiriano

Illustrated by Nicolás Aznárez

-A perspective on soccer that offers an antidote to hatred, an appeal for respect and
life lessons for people of all ages but especially youngsters.
Eighteen stories about real-life football players who, above and beyond their soccer skill, have offered
inspiration on and off the pitch; footballers like Drogba, Obdulio Varela, Zarra, Caszely, Marta
Vieira… The beautiful game owes them a lot and keeping their memory alive is one way to
repay them.
Jon Agiriano, after some happy years as a reporter in the newspaper El Correo, he ended up writing about
football in general and his team, the Athletic, in particular. He has been doing this for more than 20 years.
When they were little, his children would ask him questions he had no answer to. So instead, he told them
stories like the ones in this book. The hours Nicolás Aznárez spent at the university studying architecture
helped him combine the lines he learned there with the dynamism of those superheroes he loved when he
was a child, and still does. He combines his collaborations with digital newspapers, where he started his
career, with the illustration of picture books, a passion as rewarding as few others.

210 x 280 mm | 48 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +12
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Non-fiction

MAGIC BEANS
9 stories about the (almost) magical powers of plants
By AINA S. ERICE

Illustrated by JACOBO MUÑIZ

A truly original book whose leitmotif derives from several vegetable sources
Jacobo Muñiz’s illustrations are exquisite and full of charming details, such as these little
herbalists’ labels that explain the featured plants.
Poisoned apples, pumpkins that turn into carriages, roses that can break the spell on wild beasts... Can you even
imagine fairy tales without plants? The author guides us through the wonderful world of plants with the help of
Snow White, Cinderella, The Beauty and other characters from nine fairy tales. This book transports us from the
world of fantasy to scientific understanding.

Aina S. Erice is a a biologist by training, writer and communicator by vocation, she has been devoted to spreading the marvels
of the vegetable kingdom and our relationship with plants for years. She is the author of essays, picture books and the podcast
“La senda de las plantas perdidas”. Jacobo Muñiz just like flowers attract pollinator insects, illustration brings colour to words
with drawings that try to engage the reader’s mind. It is a responsibility that causes vertigo. For this reason, he prefers to forget
about it and to have fun with his job. Because fun is contagious.

235 x 318 mm | 80 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +12
Rights sold to Korea
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Non-fiction

THE ADVENTURES AND
MISADVENTURES OF FOOD THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD
By Teresa Benéitez

Illustrated by Flavia Zorrilla

Slow-cooked, well thought-out and prepared, this book describes the history of several
plants that are an essential part of our diet.
A great non-fiction work, a fine example of what a good knowledge book for children
(and curious adults of all ages) should be.
This is the fascinating story of 15 ingredients that crossed the Atlantic from Europe to the Americas – or
vice-versa – and then went on to conquer the world. It’s an enthralling tale of travels and exchange, starring
determined and inspired heroes. Flavia Zorrilla’s loving design and fantastic illustrations made the book a
delight to behold for all ages.

Teresa Benéitez is a philologist, journalist and professor, in 2017 she founded A Fin de Cuentos. This
publishing house is creating, with rigour and passion, a catalogue full of graphic proposals and very
different texts for curious and demanding readers.
Flavia Zorrilla. When she was a child, she wanted to be a little mermaid, but since she loved to draw,
she ended up as an illustrator, which is not bad either. She has studied in Mexico City, Barcelona, Paris
and Cambridge. Since 2020, when Gustavo, the shy ghost was published, she writes books as well.

210 x 275 mm | 80 pages
Full colour illustrations | hardcover
Age group: +12
Rights sold to Japan

Winner of the First Prize for
Ibero-American Non-Fiction
For Children
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